Parallel le systems employ data declustering to increase I/O throughput. But because a single read or write operation can generate data accesses on multiple independent storage devices, a concurrency control mechanism must be employed to retain familiar le access semantics. Concurrency control negates some of the performance bene ts of data declustering by introducing additional le access overhead. This paper examines the performance characteristics of the transaction-based concurrency control mechanism implemented in the PIOUS parallel le system. Results demonstrate that linearizability of le access operations is provided without loss of scalability or stability.
Introduction
Parallel computers commonly employ a parallel le system in an e ort to o set the growing disparity in computational and I/O capability dC94]. Parallel le systems address the I/O bottleneck by logically aggregating multiple independent storage devices into a single highperformance storage subsystem. Capacity increases naturally as a function of the number of devices. Deliverable bandwidth is increased by employing two orthogonal methods of achieving access concurrency: independent disk addressing and data declustering. Addressing storage devices independently allows the le system to concurrently access data from di erent les. Declustering the data from a single le across multiple devices allows the system to access the le in parallel.
Figure 1 depicts the generic parallel le system architecture employed in most current parallel processors. The le system is implemented over a set of independent I/O nodes that can be accessed by a set of compute nodes via a high-speed interconnect. An I/O daemon executing on each I/O node implements general data access methods, disk scheduling, caching and prefetching, and other management activities. Library routines linked with applications executing on the compute nodes implement the le system interface and manage all communication with the I/O nodes.
When an application executes a read or write library function call, the minimal event sequence required for data access proceeds as follows. First it is determined which I/O nodes contain the le data to be accessed. Messages are then sent to the appropriate I/O daemons requesting that data be read or written. Independently, each I/O daemon satis es each Because a single read or write operation can generate data accesses on multiple independent storage devices, parallel le systems must employ a concurrency control mechanism to retain familiar le access semantics. But concurrency control negates some of the performance bene ts of data declustering by introducing additional overhead into the minimal le access sequence described above.
In this paper we present an overview of the concurrency control problem and describe the transaction-based solution implemented in PIOUS MS94a, MS94b, MS95], a parallel le system for the PVM Sun90, GS92] virtual parallel computer. Experimental results are then presented that characterize the scalability and stability of the PIOUS concurrency control mechanism for important workload parameters.
Concurrency Control
When providing access to shared storage, sequential consistency Lam79] semantics are commonly speci ed as the de nition of correct system operation. Sequential consistency dictates that the result of all read and write operations generated by a group of processes accessing shared storage must be the same as if the operations had occurred within the context of a single process in an unspeci ed interleaving that preserves the order of access operations for each process. File systems often support an even stronger consistency model called linearizability HW90], whereby sequentially consistent access operations must take e ect in the indicated order of completion. The Unix le system is an example of a system that provides linearizable access to shared les.
A parallel le system will not support sequential consistency semantics unless a concurrency control mechanism is employed, due to the declustering of le data. To illustrate, Figure 2 depicts two processes simultaneously accessing the same block of data declustered on two independent storage devices. Initially, the data block contains all zeros. One process reads the data block and the other writes all ones to it. Sequential consistency semantics require that the reading process retrieve a block of data containing either all zeros or all ones. However, without concurrency control, the operations could be performed in the order indicated, resulting in the reading process retrieving a data block containing both zeros and ones.
To provide sequential consistency semantics, a parallel le system must perform all data accesses generated by any pair of le operations in an order that produces the same e ect as executing all data accesses from one le operation before executing any data accesses from the other. But achieving such an ordering requires global state information; each I/O daemon executing on each I/O node must know that it is scheduling data accesses in a manner that is consistent with all other I/O daemons. The concurrency control algorithms that have been applied to solve this scheduling problem can be divided into two classes: client-distributed state (CDS) and server-distributed state (SDS). Though a comprehensive comparison of these two classes of algorithms is beyond the scope of this paper, the important di erences can be summarized as follows.
CDS algorithms are optimistic, allowing the I/O daemons to schedule in parallel all data accesses generated by a given le operation. However, as with all optimistic algorithms, CDS scheduling can lead to an invalid state that forces rollback: a le operation may have to be abandoned and re-tried. CDS algorithms distribute global state information in the form of an operation \commit" or \abort" message, sent to the relevant I/O daemons by the client, indicating that all data access e ects associated with a given le operation should either be made permanent or discarded, respectively. SDS algorithms are conservative, allowing an I/O daemon to schedule a data access only when it is known to be consistently ordered with other data accesses associated with that le operation. Thus SDS scheduling can never lead to an invalid state. SDS algorithms distribute global state information in the form of a token that is circulated among all I/O daemons servicing a le operation.
Commercial parallel le systems that implement concurrency control employ SDS scheduling algorithms; IBM's Vesta CF94] is one such example. However, studies indicate that parallel le system workloads exhibit a relatively small amount of read-write and write-write le byte sharing KN94]; hence most data accesses can be scheduled in parallel without con ict. Unlike SDS algorithms, CDS algorithms exploit this workload characteristic and also provide the opportunity to e ciently multicast global state information. For these reasons, the PIOUS le system implements concurrency control via a CDS scheduling mechanism we call a volatile transaction.
Volatile Transactions
A volatile transaction is derived from the standard transaction mechanism developed for database systems, but has reduced functionality and is optimized to provide e cient con-currency control for parallel le systems. This section presents an overview of the volatile transaction mechanism and its implementation in the PIOUS le system.
Concepts
Those familiar with database systems will recognize that achieving sequential consistency in a parallel le system is equivalent to achieving transaction serializability in a distributed database. A transaction in the database world is a nite sequence of data access operations that transforms the database from one consistent state to another. Database systems must restrict the interleaving of access operations from di erent transactions so that the e ect is as if transactions are performed in some serial (or sequential) order; any interleaving of data access operations that preserves these semantics is said to be serializable. Database systems must also guarantee fault-tolerance, whereby if a transaction completes normally then all of its e ects are permanent; otherwise, it has no e ect at all. By separating these orthogonal properties, we can de ne two distinct transaction types: volatile and stable. A volatile transaction results in a consistent state only if the transaction completes normally 1 ; concurrency control alone is provided to guarantee a serializable interleaving (or schedule) of access operations. A stable transaction always results in a consistent state; both serializability and fault-tolerance are guaranteed. Based on this discussion, it is easily seen that one method of implementing a parallel le system that supports sequential consistency is to perform each le operation as a volatile transaction.
This brief summary of transactions and serializability theory provides su cient background to support our discussion on how volatile transaction are implemented as the concurrency control mechanism in the PIOUS le system. A thorough treatment of serializability and fault-tolerance in database systems is presented by Bernstein et al. BHG87].
Implementation
Incorporating volatile transactions into the generic parallel le system architecture, such as implemented by PIOUS, requires that the I/O daemons be augmented with a scheduler to guarantee that data access operations are performed according to a serializable schedule.
1
A transaction-issued abort is considered normal termination in this discussion.
The most common form of scheduler employed in database systems, and the one implemented in PIOUS, is based on strict two-phase locking (S-2PL).
Under S-2PL, before an I/O daemon can perform a data access, a read or write lock (as appropriate) must be obtained for the data on behalf of the associated transaction. If the data is currently locked and the lock types will con ict, then the data access must be delayed until the lock can be obtained; two locks on the same data item con ict if issued by di erent transactions, and one or both is a write lock. Locks held on behalf of a transaction may not be released until the transaction completes. It is easily seen that S-2PL results in a serializable schedule, over all I/O daemons, since a transaction has exclusive access to all data items updated from the time of the initial write until the time of completion.
Given I/O daemons that incorporate a S-2PL scheduler, we can now describe how le operations are implemented as volatile transactions. When an application executes a read or write library function call, a unique transaction identi er is generated for tagging all messages to be sent. It is then determined which I/O nodes contain the le data to be accessed. Messages are sent to the appropriate I/O daemons requesting that data be read or written. Independently, each I/O daemon satis es each request, after obtaining the necessary lock, and replies with the result; PIOUS employs byte-level locking to eliminate false con icts. Note that write requests must be performed such that the initial value can be restored if the transaction aborts; the method employed in PIOUS is to bu er valid writes and delay updating storage until the transaction completes 2 . All results are collected and, if they all indicate success, a commit message is then sent to each participating I/O daemon; otherwise, an abort message is sent to each. The library function then returns control to the caller. Upon receiving a transaction commit message, an I/O daemon makes permanent any write accesses associated with this transaction and subsequently frees all locks held on its behalf. Upon receiving a transaction abort message, an I/O daemon restores the initial value of any data updated by this transaction and then frees all locks held on its behalf. Since both commit and abort requests must succeed, no reply is required 3 .
A naive implementation of the S-2PL scheduler will allow transactions to deadlock if 2 A valid write is de ned as one that has been correctly speci ed and is thus guaranteed to succeed barring a system failure; note that storage reservation can be a component of the correctness criterion. a circular wait condition develops. Fortunately, deadlock avoidance techniques are well known and have been the subject of numerous studies BHG87]. A simple and e cient solution, and the one employed in the PIOUS le system, is for an I/O daemon to timeout a request that has been delayed too long waiting on a lock, and reply indicating failure. The transaction can then be aborted and re-tried. Appendix A presents a proof that this deadlock avoidance algorithm can be implemented so as to provide guaranteed progress and fair scheduling.
Observations
Implementing le operations as volatile transactions is scalable in message count, requiring only the d additional commit or abort messages beyond the minimum number required for data access (presuming no re-tries for deadlock avoidance), where d is the number of I/O nodes on which the data of interest is declustered; note that these d messages can be replaced by a single multicast, when available. Furthermore, since S-2PL scheduling can be implemented quite e ciently, and since le operations complete immediately after initiating the send of all commit or abort messages, the additional le access latency observed by an application should be minimal.
Write operations implemented as volatile transactions can also bene t from a delayedwrite e ect. By bu ering valid write requests until a transaction commits, an I/O daemon can e ectively hide the storage access latency from an application that issues a write operation. Write bu ering also eliminates the need to restore the initial value of any data updated by a transaction that aborts; bu ered data is simply discarded. Implementing write operations as volatile transactions should not signi cantly increase the memory requirements of an I/O daemon since such transactions are short-lived; furthermore, write data must be bu ered for at least the time it takes to receive the write request message and issue a disk write operation irrespective of the requirements of the concurrency control mechanism.
A nal observation on implementing le operations as volatile transactions is that S-2PL scheduling results in operations that are not only sequentially consistent, but linearizable as well. This follows directly from the fact that one transaction can not read or write data written by another transaction until the later has completed. 
Experimental Results
To characterize the performance of the PIOUS concurrency control mechanism, two important system properties are examined: scalability for non-con icting accesses, and stability for accesses that con ict. We begin with brief overviews of the PIOUS system and the software and hardware environments in which measurements were collected.
PIOUS File System
Figure 3 depicts the PIOUS le system for the PVM parallel-distributed computing environment. PVM is a software platform that aggregates networked computing resources, in particular networks of workstations, to form a virtual parallel machine.
PIOUS consists of a service coordinator (PSC), a set of data servers (PDS), and library routines to link with PVM applications. The PIOUS software architecture is isomorphic to the generic parallel le system architecture depicted in Figure 1 , with PIOUS data server processes corresponding to I/O node daemons. The PIOUS service coordinator manages le metadata and system state and may or may not be implemented as a separate process in other parallel le systems. PIOUS library functions and data servers implement read and write operations as volatile transactions as previously described in section 3.2.
Standard PVM message passing services are utilized for all communication between client processes and the PIOUS le system. PIOUS data servers access storage via the native le systems of the host machines.
System Con guration
Performance measurements were collected on the Heterogeneous Environment and Testbed (HEAT) located at Sandia National Laboratories. Ten DEC ALPHA 3000/600 machines running OSF/1 V3.2 were employed; each machine contained 64 MB of RAM and 2 GB of hard disk storage. The machines were distributed across six FDDI rings connected via a DEC Gigaswitch.
Benchmark applications were executed using PIOUS 1.2.2 and PVM 3.3.3. To improve communications performance, the PVM direct-route option was used which establishes TCP/IP connections between cooperating processes.
Scalability
Because parallel le system workloads exhibit a relatively small amount of read-write and write-write le byte sharing, concurrency control must not signi cantly degrade system scalability for non-con icting accesses. This section examines the e ects of the PIOUS concurrency control mechanism on system scalability for a simple benchmark application.
PAT Benchmark
We de ne the partitioned access throughput (PAT) benchmark to be a parallel program that reads or writes a le using the partitioned sequential access pattern Cro89] employed by many parallel computations. Partitioned access divides a linear le into contiguous blocks, one per process, with each block accessed sequentially by a di erent process. Figure 4 illustrates this le access pattern for a parallel computation consisting of four processes. The PAT benchmark speci es that le data must be declustered according to a distribution pattern known as disk striping SGM86]. In disk striping, a linear sequence of xed size data blocks, called striping-units, are distributed in round-robin fashion across some number of storage devices. A data stripe consists of the set of striping-units distributed in a single round. File size must be su cient such that each process' partition is a \reason-able" multiple of the data stripe size, and each le read or le write operation must access exactly one data stripe. Throughput must be measured in terms of the minimum sustained aggregate rate FPD91], the data rate obtained by all processes as perceived by an outside observer. Note that the PAT benchmark emphasizes le system scalability since individual read and write operations can be serviced in parallel by all storage devices.
Ideally we would measure the performance of our PAT/PIOUS 4 implementation with and without concurrency control enabled, so as to be able to determine the e ects of concurrency control on scalability. However the current version of PIOUS does not allow concurrency control to be disabled, and modifying PIOUS to provide this option is a non-trivial task.
Thus we have also implemented Optimal-PAT, a PVM application the performance of which represents an upper bound on PAT benchmark performance for any parallel le system that utilizes PVM message passing for communication and the hosts' native le systems for data access. Optimal-PAT consists of client processes that generate read and write requests for le data striped across server processes, employing the identical access pattern as is generated by our PAT benchmark. However, Optimal-PAT does not implement concurrency control, so no additional message passing overhead is incurred beyond what is required for data access. Furthermore, because Optimal-PAT client and server processes implement a speci c computation, they are much lighter-weight than the client libraries 4 PAT/PIOUS refers to the PAT benchmark implemented for the PIOUS le system. and data servers of a general purpose parallel le system 5 .
The performance of the PAT/PIOUS and Optimal-PAT benchmarks can not be directly compared, due to signi cant di erences in overheads not related to concurrency control. However, the e ciency of the two benchmarks can be compared as a measure of their scalability; e ciency is computed as: E n = throughput for n servers n (throughput for 1 server)
If the PAT/PIOUS benchmark exhibits lower e ciency than the Optimal-PAT benchmark for a given set of system parameters, then this is a likely indication that concurrency control is degrading le system scalability. Otherwise, if the PAT/PIOUS benchmark exhibits equal or higher e ciency than the Optimal-PAT benchmark for a given set of system parameters, then this is a likely indication that concurrency control is not degrading le system scalability. Note that the PAT/PIOUS benchmark can exhibit higher e ciency than the Optimal-PAT benchmark when increasing either the number of data servers or the striping-unit size results in a meaningful decrease in the fraction of the total le operation overhead attributable to concurrency control.
Results
Scalability results from the PAT/PIOUS and Optimal-PAT benchmarks are presented for four client processes accessing le data declustered on from two to ve servers; each client and server process executes on a di erent host, leaving one machine free for performance monitoring. File size is 384sn bytes, where s is the striping-unit size in bytes, and n is the number of servers over which the le is declustered 6 ; scaling le size, for a given stripingunit size, minimizes variance in the performance of the server hosts' native le systems by accessing the same amount of data on each.
To measure best-case performance characteristics, ten values were collected for each data point and the best result was retained; this is a reasonable technique for measuring performance in an environment that is subject to transient workloads, and has been employed in other parallel le system performance studies FCP95]. To further insure consistency in performance measurement, PIOUS data server caching was disabled during benchmarking, and le data was ushed from the system bu ers of all server hosts prior to each execution of a benchmark application. Figure 5 depicts Optimal-PAT and PAT/PIOUS e ciency, as a function of the number of servers on which the accessed le is declustered, for a range of striping-unit sizes. Recall that the PAT benchmark requires each le operation to access exactly one data stripe, so that the amount of data transferred per operation spans a range from 256 bytes (128 2) to 20480 bytes (4096 5).
Optimal-PAT e ciency remains relatively insensitive to the striping-unit size as the number of servers is increased from two to four. At ve servers, read operations begin to demonstrate a somewhat higher e ciency as striping-unit size is increased. The trend in write operation e ciency is less clear. At ve servers, only write operations that utilize a striping-unit size of 4096 bytes demonstrate a noticeably higher e ciency, and this may be an anomaly.
PAT/PIOUS e ciency, on the other hand, is very sensitive to the striping-unit size. Both read and write operations demonstrate a higher e ciency as striping-unit size is increased for a given number of servers. Furthermore, the di erence in the highest and lowest e ciency measured increases as the number of servers is increased from two to ve. Increasing striping-unit size decreases the fraction of the total operation overhead attributable to concurrency control, resulting in a higher e ciency. Figure 6 depicts PAT/PIOUS e ciency as a percentage of Optimal-PAT e ciency. As expected, the PAT/PIOUS benchmark generally delivers a higher percentage of Optimal-PAT e ciency, for a given number of servers, as striping-unit size is increased. Speci cally, PAT/PIOUS delivered on average 90% of Optimal-PAT read e ciency and 90% of Optimal-PAT write e ciency for a striping-unit size in the range of 128 bytes to 512 bytes, and 111% of Optimal-PAT read e ciency and 114% of Optimal-PAT write eciency for a striping-unit size in the range of 1024 bytes to 4096 bytes.
Results indicate that the PIOUS concurrency control mechanism does indeed have a negative impact on le system scalability for non-con icting le operations that access a small amount of data on each server. However, scalability is not signi cantly degraded, 
Stability
To be e ective, a concurrency control mechanism must exhibit stability, where stability is de ned as a slow and predictable degradation in performance as access con ict increases. This section examines the stability of the PIOUS concurrency control mechanism for a simple benchmark application.
SAT Benchmark
We de ne the sequential access throughput (SAT) benchmark to be a parallel program consisting of reader and/or writer processes that each access the same le sequentially from beginning to end. The SAT benchmark speci es that le data must be declustered via disk striping, that le size must be a \reasonable" multiple of the data stripe size, and that le operations must access exactly one data stripe. Throughput must be measured in terms of the minimum sustained aggregate data rate. Note that the SAT benchmark emphasizes le system stability by providing the opportunity for le operations to overlap in both space and time.
To characterize the stability of our SAT/PIOUS 7 implementation, we examine the le operation re-try rate for varying degrees of access con ict. Recall that PIOUS aborts and retries le operations, implemented as volatile transactions, that have delayed too long waiting for a lock; aborting operations avoids deadlock, as discussed in section 3.2. Increasing access con ict will result in an increase in the number of operations delayed waiting on a lock, with a concomitant increase in the operation re-try rate. The le operation re-try rate is expressed as a percentage of the total number of operation attempts:
Re-try rate = operation re-tries operations issued by application + operation re-tries 100%
For the PIOUS concurrency control mechanism to exhibit stability, the le operation re-try rate must be proportional to the degree of access con ict, since the re-try rate is a measure of the average per-operation concurrency control overhead; the re-try rate must also be low enough so as to not signi cantly impact throughput for \reasonable" degrees of access con ict. Note that simply employing a lengthy timeout period to minimize operation re-tries is not a viable solution, as delaying the inevitable abort of operations involved in a circular wait decreases average throughput. Thus to obtain a clearer picture on how the length of the timeout period e ects both operation re-tries and throughput, we examine these factors for a range of timeout values.
Results
Stability results from the SAT/PIOUS benchmark are presented for four client processes accessing le data declustered on from two to ve servers; each client and server process executes on a di erent host, leaving one machine free for performance monitoring. File size is n megabytes, where n is the number of data servers over which the le is declustered, 7 SAT/PIOUS refers to the SAT benchmark implemented for the PIOUS le system. and striping-unit size is 1024 bytes, so that each client issues 1024 operations to read or write the entire le.
To maximize SAT/PIOUS access con ict, at least one writer process is always employed, and all processes are synchronized at the start of execution. Thus the benchmark is likely to exhibit a degree of access con ict representative of that produced by a much larger number of processes in a more typical application where read-write and write-write le byte sharing is both less frequent and less synchronized. To increase access con ict while utilizing a constant number of client processes, the number of writers is increased; recall that write operations require exclusive access to the target data, while read operations can proceed concurrently.
In measuring SAT/PIOUS re-try rate and throughput, ten values were collected and averaged for each data point. PIOUS data server caching was disabled during benchmarking, and le data was ushed from the system bu ers of all server hosts prior to each execution of the benchmark application. Figure 7 depicts SAT/PIOUS le operation re-try rate, as a function of the timeout period, for the four possible combinations of reader and writer processes; a separate graph depicts rates for each of the server counts tested. To put the timeout period into perspective, each graph indicates the average amount of time required for a process to perform a single write operation (write one data stripe) in an otherwise quiescent system; we refer to this as the minimum write time.
For a given degree of access con ict, results demonstrate that increasing the timeout period decreases the operation re-try rate, until a (reasonably) steady-state value is achieved. In all cases tested, most of the drop in re-try rate occurs as the timeout period is increased from zero milliseconds to ve milliseconds. Note that ve milliseconds represents only 110% of the minimum write time for two servers, and only 50% of the minimum write time when ve servers are employed.
For a given timeout period, increasing the degree of access con ict should result in an increase in operation re-try rate. However, for a timeout period of ve milliseconds or greater, results do not demonstrate this expected trend with any consistency. This is an indication that either the number of benchmark processes is insu cient to generate a meaningfully varying degree of access con ict, or the concurrency control mechanism is Figure 7: SAT/PIOUS operation re-try rates -four client processes su ciently stable so as to require a signi cant increase in access con ict to e ect a discernible increase in operation re-try rate; we address this issue in a later experiment.
Finally, for a given degree of access con ict, results demonstrate that increasing the number of servers generally increases the operation re-try rate, due to the increased opportunity for operation deadlock. An exception occurs when the timeout period is zero. In this case, where operations are aborted immediately if the appropriate locks can not be obtained, increasing the number of servers increases the time interval between an operation abort and its subsequent re-try, which in turn decreases the degree of access con ict and hence the operation re-try rate.
Based on Figure 7 , it appears that a relatively short timeout period achieves a seemingly low re-try rate for varying degrees of access con ict. In fact, in all cases tested, the operation re-try rate remains below 1% when the timeout period is ve milliseconds or greater. Next we examine the impact that the operation re-try rate has on benchmark throughput for the range of re-try rates observed. Figure 8 depicts SAT/PIOUS throughput, as a function of the timeout period, for the four possible combinations of reader and writer processes; again a separate graph depicts results for each of the server counts tested. Surprisingly, for a given degree of access con ict, throughput is relatively insensitive to the operation re-try rate. In the most extreme case, an increase of 915% in operation re-try rate resulted in a decrease of only 11% in throughput; this occurred when, for two servers and four writers, the timeout period was shortened from ve milliseconds to zero milliseconds. Based on the data, it appears that an operation re-try rate of several percent can be tolerated with only a minimal impact on throughput. Note that though the timeout period was as much as 4.5 times the minimum write time, we did not reach a point where the length of the timeout period had a negative impact. This is a strong indication that, for a \reasonable" degree of access con ict, it should be possible to choose a timeout period of su cient length to keep the operation re-try rate within a tolerable range, without the timeout period itself degrading performance.
As previously discussed, the results presented in Figure 7 are inconclusive with respect to the e ects of access con ict on operation re-try rate. To address this issue, we executed the SAT/PIOUS benchmark with seven client processes, limiting the number of data servers to two; all other conditions remained the same. and throughput, as a function of the timeout period, for the seven possible combinations of reader and writer processes. With a larger number of clients, the expected trend of increasing re-try rate with increasing access con ict is now discernible, if not completely consistent. Otherwise, both operation re-try rate results and throughput results demonstrate the same characteristics as their four-process counterparts. Table 1 compares the maximum observed re-try rates, at each non-zero timeout period, from Figure 7 (a) and Figure 9 (a). Though there are too few data points with too high a variance to draw any conclusions, we will note that increasing access contention by 75%, in going from four processes to seven processes, precipitated an average increase in re-try rate of 84%.
Results indicate that the PIOUS concurrency control mechanism does indeed exhibit stability. For a moderate degree of access con ict, employing a relatively short timeout interval results in a re-try rate that is low enough to have only a minimal impact on throughput. Furthermore, there is evidence that increasing access con ict is likely to precipitates a proportional increase in re-try rate, and hence a slow and predictable decrease in performance. The PIOUS parallel le system implements concurrency control via an optimistic scheduling mechanism termed a volatile transaction. The volatile transaction mechanism exploits known workload characteristics to maximize data access parallelism, and can utilize multicast communication to e ciently distribute global scheduling information. It is argued that implementing le operations as volatile transactions is scalable in message overhead, and that the additional access latency observed by an application should be minimal.
Experimental results indicate that the PIOUS concurrency control mechanism does not e ect system scalability for non-con icting operations, excepting small data transfers, and then not signi cantly. Results also indicate that the PIOUS concurrency control mechanism exhibits stability for operations that do con ict. 
A.2 Proof
Given the constraints on the behavior of individual I/O daemons, it is argued that the global behavior of the system is such that all transactions must be able to complete within a nite number of re-tries. At any instant in time there must exist an active transaction T min with the smallest integer identi er. T min is guaranteed not to be aborted due to timeout. Furthermore, any transaction T i that holds a con icting lock required by T min must either complete or be aborted. Since con icting lock requests for overlapping data regions are satis ed in the order received, T min will eventually obtain all required locks and thus complete. Though the speci c transaction identi ed as T min can change as new transactions enter the system, the fact that transaction identi ers are unique positive integers guarantees that this can occur only a nite number of times before some transaction must complete.
For the same reason, re-trying an aborted transaction T i guarantees that i must eventually become the smallest identi er in the system. Thus the speci ed scheduling and deadlock avoidance algorithms guarantee that, after some nite number of re-tries, all transactions will complete.
A.3 Observations
Practical considerations dictate that global scheduling should be fair, and not give priority to transactions generated by a particular process or allow a particular transaction to be excessively delayed. This goal is achieved if all processes collectively generate a monotonically increasing sequence of transaction identi ers; i.e. if a process that requires a new transaction identi er generates the next one in the sequence. To avoid a centralized identi er generation mechanism, such a sequence can be approximated by having each process time-stamp the high-order portion of a locally generated identi er. Naturally, the accuracy of this approximation is dependent on the granularity of global clock synchronization.
